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	Animation and Effects with Macromedia Flash MX 2004, 9780321303448 (032130344X), Macromedia Press, 2004
What started as a simple animation tool has evolved into a  full-fledged Web development environment. Which means that if you're like many  of today's Flash developers, you may know little about actually creating  animations and effects with the program. Here to solve that dilemma is a  hands-on guide from one of today's leading Flash experts. By showing you how to  create 10 projects based on real'world Web solutions, author Jen deHaan provides a thorough grounding in all of  Flash's effects and animation fundamentals. Each chapter represents a single  project with simple step-by-step instructions for re-creating the cool Web  elements pictured in these pages: an animated character, a Flash interface that  uses transitions to "page" through different areas of a site, an animated  gallery, a dynamic menu that animates using the Tween classes, a simple game,  button effects, Timeline animations, scripted effects, text effects, and more!  Ten real-world projects reveal the magic behind the most useful Flash-produced  animations and effects, and a companion CD includes lesson files and sample  software.
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Single-Sensor Imaging: Methods and Applications for Digital Cameras (Image Processing Series)CRC Press, 2008
Single-sensor camera image processing methods are becoming increasingly important due to the emergence of digital camera based applications and commercial devices. Presenting the state of the art, Single-Sensor Imaging provides comprehensive coverage of system design, implementation, and application aspects of single-sensor imaging...

		

Speed!: Understanding and Installing Home Networks (Sams Other)Sams Publishing, 2001
This book is more than a guide. It is a valuable reference that is written in plain, non-technical language so readers can put the information to use straightaway.  There are descriptions of the latest technologies, protocols, services, and software packages.   The reader will unearth methods on how to create an economical and secure network for...

		

iPhoto 09 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2009

	Visual QuickStart Guide—the quick and easy way to learn!

	

	With iPhoto '09 for Mac OS X: Visual QuickStart Guide, readers can start from the beginning to get a tour of the applications, or look up specific tasks to learn just what they need to know. This task-based,...





	

Migrating Applications to IPv6O'Reilly, 2011

	How badly will IPv6 break your application? What do you need to consider to make
	your application “IPv6-ready”? What questions should you ask?


	In the ideal world, your application should “just work” on IPv6, just as it does on IPv4.
	However, in the real world, application issues crop up. These could be...


		

The World's Worsts: A Compendium of the Most Ridiculous Feats, Facts, & Fools of All TimeHarper Perennial, 2005

	A hilarious collection of the lowest of the lows – from the worst generals to the dumbest dogs, the shortest Hollywood marriages to the most dangerous golf courses.


	The World's Worsts is the latest compendium of quirky information and vamped–up trivia from Pop Culture guru Les Krantz. This entertaining and...


		

Beginning SQL Server 2000 for Visual Basic DevelopersApress, 2003

	This is the only book that provides comprehensive coverage of SQL Server 2000 specifically from a Visual Basic programmer's point of view. SQL Server is now the first choice for the Visual Basic developer who wants a more powerful, reliable, and sophisticated database than Microsoft Access can provide. SQL Server 2000 is tightly...
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